
Modern Work 
Assessment



Has your company embraced Modern Work?

2020 accelerated innovation for many companies with

employees working remotely. How did this impact the

balance between security and employee experience?

Let's find out with a Modern Work Assessment.

Modern Work means 

supporting workers

✓ Any Time

✓ Any Where

✓ Any Device



The Balance Framework

The secret to success in modern work is balancing 

Endpoint Security and Employee Experience.

Our Modern Work Assessment provides you unique 

insights into how your company is positioned today.

More importantly, we identify the areas where you can 

empower your employees to be more productive AND 

improve the security posture of all your endpoints.
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Reveal your strengths and 

weaknesses
Transformational
Technology has changed the way you do business

Each dimension is split into five categories and each 

category is scored on a 5-point scale.

By the end of the assessment, you’ll know your current 

state relative to industry best practice. You’ll also be 

able to define a realistic future state.

The resulting report will help you prioritize your effort 

and clarify your message to business stakeholders. 

Advanced
You are leveraging cutting edge technologies in most 

areas of the category

Efficient
You have switched to non-advanced modern 

technologies 

Operational
You have turned on some modern technologies

Fundamental
You are exploring modern technologies or 

are using legacy technologies only



Define Your Vision

Define your future state using the balance framework 

to articulate the journey ahead and the key priorities.

Our proprietary model lets you show business leaders 

the company’s current maturity level and desired 

maturity level within a familiar four-quadrant graph. 
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Outline Your Priorities

Visualize your gaps clearly to determine the next steps 

to achieve the greatest impact with limited resources.

Use the report to outline your vision and priorities for 

both technical and non-technical stakeholders.

Show how you can simultaneously improve endpoint 

security and provide a better employee experience.
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Get Started Today!

The Modern Work Assessment is a one-hour assessment 

that can be completed virtually by Mobile Mentor.

Gather several IT leaders and sit with our experts to 

complete the assessment. We’ll deliver your report 

shortly after and answer any questions you may have.

Use the report to state your case for improving 

endpoint security and empowering employees.

Mobile Mentor is a Microsoft Gold Partner and is 

certified by Microsoft, Apple, and Google. 


